Prescribed burns as a tool to mitigate future wildfire smoke exposure: Lessons for states and rural environmental justice communities
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Key Points:
- The West Coast both experiences the largest smoke exposures and contributes most to the burden of smoke PM$_{2.5}$ in the western US
- Applying prescribed burns on the coast yields large benefits for the West, while doing so in other states has relatively smaller impacts
- Larger prescribed burns may reduce smoke impacts from future large wildfires, but few such burns have occurred in key areas
Abstract:

Smoke from wildfires presents one of the greatest threats to air quality, public health, and ecosystems in the United States, especially in the West. Here we quantify the efficacy of prescribed burning as an intervention for mitigating smoke exposure downwind of wildfires across the West during the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons. Using the adjoint of the GEOS-Chem chemical transport model, we calculate the sensitivities of population-weighted smoke concentrations in receptor regions, including states and rural environmental justice communities, to fire emissions upwind of the receptors. We find that the population-weighted smoke exposure across the West during the September 2020 fires was 44 μg/m³ but would have been 20-30% greater had these wildfires occurred in October or November. We further simulate a set of prescribed burn scenarios and find that controlled burning interventions in northern California and the Pacific Northwest could have reduced the population-weighted smoke exposure across the western United States by 21 μg/m³ in September 2020, while doing so in all other states would have reduced smoke exposure by only 1.5 μg/m³. Satellite records of large, prescribed burns (>1000 acres, or 4 km²) reveal that northern California and western Oregon conducted only seven such prescribed fires over a 6-year period (2015-2020), even though these regions have a disproportionate impact on smoke exposure for rural environmental justice communities and population centers across the West. Our analysis suggests that land managers should prioritize northern California and the Pacific Northwest for prescribed burns to mitigate future smoke exposure.

Plain Language Summary

Catastrophic wildfires pose substantial risk to public health, infrastructures, and ecosystems in the western United States. As these large and costly wildfires become more common, methods to identify locations for prescribed burning are needed to mitigate impacts on affected populations and ecosystems. Here we investigate the effectiveness of prescribed burning for abating potential wildfire smoke exposures in states and rural environmental justice communities across the western United States during the destructive 2018 and 2020 fire seasons. We find that due in part to prevailing wind patterns, wildfires in the coastal states contribute more to overall smoke exposure in the West compared to wildfires in other states in both 2018 and 2020. We show that implementing prescribed burns in the heavily forested Northern California and the Pacific Northwest would yield large net benefits for the entire western United States, while doing so in other states would have relatively smaller impacts. Our work suggests that land managers should prioritize northern California, western Oregon, and eastern Washington for prescribed burns to mitigate future smoke exposure as these regions have a disproportionate impact on smoke exposure for rural environmental justice communities and population centers across the West.
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Introduction:

Given decades of successful air pollution regulations coupled with the dramatic increase in fire activity across the western United States (Abatzoglou and Williams, 2016), smoke particulate matter (PM$_{2.5}$) from wildfires presents one of the greatest threats to air quality in the United States, especially in the West (Childs et al., 2022; Larsen et al., 2018). PM$_{2.5}$ can penetrate deep into the lungs, leading to an array of health effects, including pulmonary disease, stroke, and premature death (Landguth et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2017). Land managers in the western United States are faced with the challenge of deciding how to deploy limited resources to protect citizens from encroaching wildfires in the wildland–urban interface (WUI). These personnel are increasingly seeking opportunities to expand the scope of prescribed burning to minimize the socio-ecological impacts of large wildfires. However, the potential to avert widespread smoke exposure from future wildfires is not taken into consideration when planning prescribed fires (Sutherland and Edwards, 2022). Although prescribed burning worsens air quality in specific locations on short-term time scales, it may have the capability to reduce community smoke exposure at large scales in the Western United States. In August 2022, Congress passed the Inflation Reduction Act, which designates nearly $2 billion toward the reduction of hazardous fuels through the use of prescribed burns and other measures (H.R.5376). Here we estimate the efficacy of prescribed burning as a land management intervention for mitigating smoke exposure in population centers and rural environmental justice communities downwind of potential wildfires across the western United States.

An increased urgency exists for evaluating the net benefits of prescribed fires over a broad range of ecosystems in the West. A warming climate, a legacy of fire suppression, and population growth in the WUI all increase the likelihood of large wildfires in the western United States causing significant environmental damage (FERA, 2020). Sedimentary charcoal records indicate widespread indigenous fire activity in the western United States 500-1000 years before present, suggesting a large “fire deficit” in the present-day landscape (Marlon et al., 2012). Although prescribed burning has been used as a land management tool for centuries, limited information exists that allows for a comparison of smoke exposure from prescribed fires and wildfires in the western United States. Indigenous communities in the West and worldwide have traditionally used prescribed burning to return nutrients to the soil and to limit the frequency of large fires (Lake et al., 2017; Lake and Christianson, 2019). In the United States, controlled burns for agricultural clearing and habitat management dominate the acres burned in the Southeast and East, while uncontrolled wildfires dominate in the West (Baker et al., 2020). However, the West experiences a larger burden of smoke PM$_{2.5}$ than elsewhere in the contiguous United States, because wildfires exhibit greater fuel consumption than prescribed fires (Baker et al., 2020). Public acceptance of prescribed fires in the West is less widespread in part due to concerns over escaped fires and the potential air quality impact of smoke (Kolden, 2019). Furthermore, most scientific evidence of the net benefits of prescribed burning in the West derive from a limited number of case studies (Jaffe et al., 2020; US EPA, 2021; Vaillant et al., 2009).

Wildfire data with high spatial and temporal resolution have enabled recent investigation of the impacts of smoke on urban air quality (O’Dell et al., 2022; Reid et al., 2021), while the smoke effects on rural environmental justice communities may have been overlooked. Recently, the proliferation of high-resolution satellite data has transformed how air pollution is tracked and
interpreted. With the launches of TROPOMI in 2017 and the geostationary satellite constellation (GEMS in 2020, Sentinel-4 and TEMPO to be launched in 2023), dense, continuous observations of air quality and wildfires across the Earth are becoming available (Griffin et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2020; Torres et al., 2020). Concurrently, the spatial resolutions of air quality models have continued to approach finer scales (Bindle et al., 2021; Eastham et al., 2018). Machine-learning approaches have inferred levels of surface pollution where no measurements exist (Di et al., 2019; Pendergrass et al., 2022), downscaled PM$_{2.5}$ observations to the hyperlocal (<50 m) scale (Amini et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2020), and incorporated high-resolution wildfire smoke plumes into air quality datasets (L. Li et al., 2020). In addition, citizen-science and low-cost sensor networks are increasing the urban spatiotemporal coverage of air quality observations to study wildfire smoke exposure in the West (Bi et al., 2022; Liang et al., 2021).

Such progress in spatial resolution has led to an increased focus on urban centers at the expense of rural, at-risk communities (Pellow, 2016). For example, outside of metropolitan hubs, the Central Valley in California and Central/Eastern Washington State have large populations of non-white Hispanic agricultural workers who are disproportionately affected by smoke PM$_{2.5}$ as an occupational hazard (Cedar River Group, 2012; Chandrasekaran, 2021; Garcia 2007; Marlier et al., 2022), but whose PM$_{2.5}$ exposure is not well monitored (deSouza and Kinney, 2021; Kelp et al., 2022). The Navajo nation, a Native American reservation in the Southwest, is the largest land area held by an indigenous tribe in the United States (Guiterman et al., 2019). People living on the reservation typically experience lower annual-average PM$_{2.5}$ exposure compared to other racial minority groups in the western United States due to the rural location (Jbaily et al., 2022). However, indigenous groups such as the Navajo experience higher rates of diseases linked to air pollution exposure (Ospina et al., 2012) and in turn are likely more susceptible to the long-range transport of smoke to tribal lands.

A multitude of studies have investigated wildfire activity in the western United States, including wildfire trends (Abatzoglou and Williams, 2016; McClure and Jaffe, 2018; O’Dell et al., 2019), smoke transport (Barbero et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2012), and the health impacts of smoke exposure (Magzamen et al., 2021; Reid et al., 2016). Relatively few studies, however, have examined the role of meteorology to modulate smoke exposure on the populations downwind or the efficacy of prescribed burns as a policy intervention. We adopt an existing framework connecting fire emissions with transport to calculate population-weighted smoke exposure for an array of target regions (Kim et al., 2015; Koplitz et al., 2016; Marlier et al., 2019). To date, this framework has been limited to case studies in Southeast Asia. To our knowledge, there exist no systematic studies examining the potential of prescribed burns to reduce population exposure to wildfire smoke.

In this study, we develop an approach to predict at the state level where prescribed fires and other fire management approaches would yield the greatest benefit to air quality downwind of potential large wildfires in the western United States. Our approach integrates (1) information on fire emissions related to land use in the western United States, (2) the transport of smoke to downwind regional population centers in states and rural environmental justice communities, and (3) the resultant population-weighted exposure. We simulate the transport of smoke PM$_{2.5}$ for the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons in the western United States and quantify how meteorological variability can modulate smoke exposure. We also quantify the effectiveness of prescribed
burning as a land management tool in the West by investigating the smoke exposure effects of applying in-state and out-of-state prescribed burns, and we compare these hypothetical burns to historical records of prescribed burning.

**Methods:**

2.1 Historical Fire Emissions

We use monthly-averaged 0.25° × 0.25° emissions estimates from the Global Fire Emissions Database version 4s (GFED4s; van der Werf et al., 2017) with 1 km × 1 km burned area (MCD64A1) measurements from MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on board the Aqua and Terra satellites (Giglio et al., 2016; van der Werf et al., 2017). The fire emissions are based on observed relationships between burned area and fuel load consumption assumed from the CASA biogeochemical model (Randerson et al., 2009). In GFED4s, fuel consumption is defined as the amount of biomass, coarse and fine litter, and soil organic matter consumed per unit area burned and is the product of fuel and combustion completeness. We choose the monthly timescale because GFED from 2017 onwards is a preliminary dataset, using the linear relationship between historical GFED emissions and active fire detections to estimate daily emissions (Mu et al., 2011). The daily partitioning of monthly GFED4s emissions relies on using the daily variability in active fire counts and burned area, which may not accurately reflect the daily variability in emissions due to changes in fire intensity and sub-grid cell variability in fuel load (Mu et al., 2011).

We use monthly GFED4s fire emissions for the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons (July-November) in the western United States due to the high number of fires detected and the large extent of area burned during those years. The Camp Fire of November 2018 was one of the most damaging environmental events in Northern California’s history (Brewer and Clements, 2020; Rooney et al., 2020). The fire spanned 620 km² in area, and total economic damages were estimated at $16.5 billion, in addition to over $150 million in fire suppression costs (Bay City News, 2018). In addition, the Martin Fire in northern Nevada occurred from July to August in the 2018 fire season, which burned a total area of 1770 km² and was the largest fire in Nevada’s history. Wyoming also had over 240 km² burned in the Bridger-Teton National Forest in September of 2018. In the 2020 fire season, several major wildfires ignited in the West and burned over 41,000 km² of land, causing nearly $20 billion in economic damages, in addition to $3.4 billion in fire suppression costs (Geographic Area Coordination Center, 2020). Colorado experienced the three largest fires by burned area in its state’s recorded history during this season, resulting in over 2,100 km² burned (Colorado Division of Fire Prevention and Control, 2022).

The 2018 and 2020 fire seasons were the most destructive in recent decades, with most of the fire emissions originating from coastal states. To better quantify the smoke impacts from other states in the West, we also include an analysis using GFED4s emissions from the following large fires in other years: (1) July 2007 for the Murphy Complex Fire in Idaho and the Milford Flat Fire in Utah, (2) June 2011 for the Wallow Fire in Arizona, (3) June 2012 for the Whitewater–Baldy complex Fire in New Mexico, and (4) July 2017 for the Lodgepole Complex Fire in Montana. These high-fire case studies are significant in the histories of each of these states and warrant analysis in addition to the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons.
2.2 GEOS-Chem Adjoint

The adjoint of the GEOS-Chem chemical transport model allows us to calculate the potential influence of fire emissions in each grid cell across the domain on population-weighted smoke exposure in specified receptor regions. The adjoint considers the advection, convection, and deposition processes in smoke plumes as they traverse the region. Following the approach of previous studies (Kim et al., 2015; Koplitz et al., 2016; Marlier et al., 2019), we use the adjoint of the GEOS-Chem v8-02-01 (Bey et al., 2001; Henze et al., 2007) to quantify these source-receptor relationships. GEOS-Chem is driven by GEOS-FP assimilated meteorology from the NASA Global Modeling and Assimilation Office. Simulations have 0.25° × 0.3125° horizontal resolution over the nested North America domain (140°–40°W, 10°N–70°N). The method takes into account the spatiotemporal distribution of smoke plumes and generates monthly mean gridded sensitivities, hereafter referred to as adjoint sensitivities, in units of mg m\(^{-3}\)/g m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\). We define smoke as the primary PM\(_{2.5}\) emitted by fires in the form of organic carbon and black carbon (OC+BC), as described by Wang et al., 2011. Multiplication of the adjoint sensitivities by the fire emissions yields smoke exposure in receptor regions for any fire emissions scenario, as the relationship between emissions at the source and smoke exposure at the receptor is assumed to be linear (Kim et al., 2015). For population-weighted smoke exposures, we use population data for the year 2020 (CIESIN, 2018).

We select 11 state, regional, and rural environmental justice community receptors as shown in Table 1 and Figure 1. At the state-level, we choose eight receptors roughly aligned with the Geographic Area Coordination Centers (GACC, https://gacc.nifc.gov), which are areas designed to facilitate fire management and mobilization of fire suppression resources in the western United States. These seven receptors include Washington and Oregon (WA/OR); Nevada (NV); Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado (“Rockies”); Idaho and Utah (ID/UT); Arizona and New Mexico (“SouthWest”); Northern California (“NorCal”); and Southern California (“SoCal”). At the regional level, we create a single receptor that contains all the states listed above (“West”) to examine the population-weighted smoke exposure of fires collectively experienced by the entire western United States. Finally, we select three rural environmental justice communities, including counties in the Central Valley (“CVCal”), Central/Eastern Washington (“CEWA”), and the Navajo Nation (“NavN”) found in the Four Corners region. These rural receptors represent vulnerable communities with large nonwhite populations where exposure to urban air pollution is low, but which tend to experience outsized impacts from ecological disasters such as large wildfires (Davies et al., 2018). However, the CVCal does include multiple cities with populations larger than 500,000 people (Fresno, Bakersfield, Stockton, and Modesto).
Table 1. State and rural environmental justice community receptors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receptor Name</th>
<th>Receptor Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID/UT</td>
<td>Idaho and Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NorCal</td>
<td>Northern California – 48 counties north of 36° N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockies</td>
<td>Colorado, Montana, Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoCal</td>
<td>Southern California – 10 counties south of 36° N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SouthWest</td>
<td>Arizona, New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA/OR</td>
<td>Washington and Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVCal</td>
<td>Central Valley, California (rural community)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEWash</td>
<td>Central and Eastern Washington (rural community)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NavN</td>
<td>Navajo nation Indian reservation (rural community)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. State and rural environmental justice community receptors at 0.25° x 0.3125° resolution. The seven state-level receptors (left panel) are described in the text and Table 1. Overlaps of the receptors across state lines are an artifact of the unsymmetrical 0.25° x 0.3125° grid. The three rural environmental justice receptors are shown in yellow (right panel). Counties in the right panel are outlined in gray and Native American territories in red.

2.3 Modulation of smoke exposure by meteorology

We first examine the potential of meteorology to suppress or amplify smoke exposures at downwind receptors. We calculate the adjoint sensitivities for all 11 receptors, given meteorological conditions for the July-November fire seasons in 2018 and 2020, yielding a set of monthly mean adjoint sensitivity maps spanning ten months total for each receptor across the two seasons. This approach allows us to focus on the monthly variation in meteorological processes which affect smoke transport to the receptors and the subsequent smoke exposure. We examine two scenarios. First, exposures in the “historical smoke” scenario are calculated by multiplying monthly mean fire emissions in the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons by the matching
monthly adjoint sensitivity – e.g., July 2018 fire emissions are multiplied by July 2018 adjoint sensitivity. This scenario attempts to capture what actually occurred. Second, exposures in the “maximum smoke” scenario are calculated by multiplying each season’s largest monthly-mean fire emissions by each of the five monthly adjoint sensitivities from July to November for that season. The months with the largest emissions for the latter scenario are November 2018 and September 2020. This hypothetical scenario tests what would happen if the worst-case smoke emissions in a season were paired with different meteorological conditions.

Our method isolates the role of meteorology in smoke transport from its role in fire ignition and allows us to discern the potential influence of meteorological processes to modulate smoke exposures in each receptor. In particular, the “maximum smoke” scenarios allow us to address the question: given a fixed set of emissions, how does meteorological variability within a fire season influence population-weighted smoke exposure? Our approach rests on observational evidence that a large portion of fires in the West are human caused (Abatzoglou and Williams, 2016; Balch et al., 2017; Hantson et al., 2022), implying a randomness to fire occurrence. In addition, across much of the West, seasonal area burned is mainly a function of seasonal meteorological variables such as temperature or rainfall (Yue et al., 2013). Such evidence suggests that significant fires may occur at any time during a given season. However, the resulting smoke exposure on populations downwind of fires depends on transport processes which typically vary on shorter timescales.

To broaden the scope of our study, we use the 2018 and 2020 adjoint sensitivities to analyze how these weather patterns affect the four high-fire case studies listed in Section 2.1. That is, we conduct an additional “maximum smoke” exposure analysis for large fires in ID/UT, SouthWest, and Montana. Although the sensitivities reflect 2018 and 2020 conditions and the high-fire cases occurred in earlier years, this analysis will nonetheless allow us to test how different meteorological conditions and emissions interact to affect population smoke exposure.

2.4 Prescribed fire scenarios for smoke exposures

We examine the efficacy of prescribed fires as a policy intervention for states in the western United States and compare scenarios of prescribed fires to historical records of prescribed burning locations. A study conducted by the United States Forest Service (USFS) on the Timber Crater 6 (TC6) Fire in Oregon suggests that effective prescribed burning and mechanical fuel treatments reduce tree densities by an average of 25% in ponderosa pine forests and 78% for lodgepole pine forests (US EPA, 2021). The USFS concluded that the legacy of fire suppression, fuel loading, and potential fire behavior in the TC6 Fire area are similar to these characteristics in other coniferous forests in the western United States (US EPA, 2021). Here, we assume that conducting prescribed burns within a receptor area would reduce the fuel load and thus subsequent wildfire emissions by 50% for all landscapes, including savannas and grasslands, in that receptor. For each state-level receptor, we apply a hypothetical 50% reduction in the fire emissions inside the receptor region and examine the consequent smoke PM$_{2.5}$ exposure at that receptor and at all other receptors listed in Section 2.2. We apply this reduction to the high-emissions month of each fire season: November 2018 and September 2020. We acknowledge that the 50% cut in emissions is somewhat arbitrary. Nonetheless, this method captures the first order effects of prescribed burns on the emissions from subsequent wildfires and allows us to
calculate both the local and out-of-state smoke exposure impacts.

In addition, we compare our hypothetical modeling results with historical records of actual prescribed burn locations. We examine the Monitoring Trends in Burn Severity (MTBS) [https://www.mtbs.gov/] database over the course of 2015-2020. This step allows us to test whether recent prescribed burns have occurred in locations that may have helped prevent future large wildfires (Finco et al., 2012). MTBS accounts for only those prescribed fires that burned over 1000 acres (~4 km²) and does not report smaller prescribed fires. To supplement MTBS, we also make comparisons to the National Fire Plan Operations and Reporting System (NFPORS) fuels treatment database, which is maintained by the US Department of the Interior collaboratively with the US Department of Agriculture. While NFPORS does report prescribed fires under 1000 acres, it does not include “pile burning,” the land management practice in which a prescribed fire is ignited onto piles of cut vegetation accumulated from fuel management activities. Pile burning may constitute a significant fraction of small, prescribed fires (Rhoades and Fornwalt, 2015). For NFPORS, the spatial information on area burned is limited before 2018, and so we restrict these comparisons from 2018 to 2020. We expect variation between MTBS (satellite-derived) and NFPORS (reports from land managers) due to the differing approaches of characterizing prescribed burns and levels of data quality control.
Results and Discussions:

3.1 Sensitivities and smoke exposure during wildfire season

For November 2018, our results show that the “historical smoke” scenario supports our hypothesis that the large fires of that month lead to the maximum population-weighted smoke exposures for the wildfire season. The top row of Figure 2 presents the “historical smoke” population-weighted exposure for each receptor for the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons. In November 2018, NorCal and the CVCAl experience monthly-mean smoke exposures of 36 μg/m³ and 48 μg/m³, respectively. These modeled estimates agree well with observed monthly average PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations of 37-64 μg/m³ at EPA sites within northern California in that month (California Air Resources Board, 2021). However, the modeled smoke exposure in November 2018 is generally low outside of NorCal, with most receptors experiencing smoke PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations of less than 2 μg/m³. This disparity in exposure may be explained by the relatively stagnant meteorological conditions over NorCal in November 2018 that prevent dispersal of smoke from this region (Brewer and Clements, 2020). In November, average winds speeds off the coast and inland in NorCal are one-third those in the preceding months (Figure S1). We can further infer meteorology and transport processes driving the distribution of smoke by examining the average adjoint sensitivity of a receptor. A higher mean sensitivity suggests a larger effect by the weather (convection, advection, deposition), which in this case taken together with wind data (Figure S1, S2) implies more stagnant conditions. Conversely, a lower mean sensitivity suggests local emissions play a more important role in smoke concentrations. The mean NorCal adjoint sensitivity for November (5492 mg m⁻³/g m² s⁻¹) is nearly double that of most other months in the 2018 fire season (July: 3120, August: 2902, September: 3309, October: 3916 mg m⁻³/g m² s⁻¹). Nevertheless, due to the large population centers found in NorCal, the population-weighted smoke exposure across the entire western United States is relatively large, at 8.3 μg/m³. In addition, we find elevated smoke exposures in August 2018 at multiple receptors, which we attribute to emissions from the Martin Fire in Nevada. However, the impact on the entire western United States is less pronounced in August, with a population-weighted smoke exposure of 5.2 μg/m³.

In contrast, in September 2020, all receptors experience relatively large smoke exposures in the historical scenario for the 2020 fire season. NorCal experiences a monthly mean smoke PM$_{2.5}$ concentration of 87 μg/m³, while the CVCAl experiences an even higher 128 μg/m³, which is consistent with its closer proximity to fire emissions than NorCal (Figure S3). In addition, WA/OR has smoke exposures of 140 μg/m³, largely driven by the unprecedented extremes of fuel aridity and high winds that facilitated the spread of fires in Oregon (Abatzoglou et al., 2021). Although wildfires burned over 1,300 km² of land in CEWash, this receptor has a relatively low smoke exposure at 19 μg/m³ in September 2020, due to high winds pushing smoke rapidly eastward, limiting exposure levels. Finally, the large number and severity of wildfires along the West Coast in September 2020 yields a population-weighted smoke exposure of 44 μg/m³ for all states in the West. This monthly PM$_{2.5}$ average concentration exceeds the EPA’s annual (15 μg/m³) and daily (35 μg/m³) secondary PM$_{2.5}$ standards and corresponds to an air quality index (AQI) of 122 (“unhealthy for sensitive groups”). Generally, we observe that NorCal and WA/OR experience the largest population-weighted smoke exposures in the West in September 2020.
The historic smoke scenarios show large regional effects on population-weighted smoke exposure across the West. However, the maximum smoke scenarios indicate that smoke exposures would have been even larger in some receptors if the November 2018 and September 2020 wildfires had occurred in different months during the same fire season. The bottom row of Figure 2 presents the “maximum smoke” population-weighted exposure for each receptor for the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons. This scenario, as described above, assumes fixed emissions (November 2018 or September 2020) for all months in each season, but monthly varying meteorology.

In 2018 in the maximum smoke scenario, most state receptors except for NorCal and WA/OR experience slightly higher smoke PM$_{2.5}$ exposure in the months preceding November 2018. This difference is driven by the combination of factors occurring earlier in the season: faster advection, which carries the smoke from source regions, and drier conditions, which lengthen the lifetime of smoke PM$_{2.5}$ in the atmosphere. The average horizontal windspeed in the West excluding the coastal states is higher in August and September compared to the months immediately before and after (Figure S2), while average total convective precipitation in August (0.002 mm/day) and September (0.001 mm/day) is less than that in October (0.004 mm/day). Although November has the highest average horizontal windspeeds in the interior West, greater local rainfall earlier in October combined with the relatively smaller fuel load in the interior compared to coastal states lead to lower smoke exposures. The mean West adjoint sensitivities reflect these conditions, with the lowest values occurring earlier in the season (July: 3399, August: 3243, September: 3214, October: 3806 mg m$^{-3}$/g m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$), implying less transport of smoke from source regions compared to that in November, when the mean adjoint sensitivity is 4366 mg m$^{-3}$/g m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. We find that smoke PM$_{2.5}$ from NorCal dominated emissions during the 2018 fire season, with the exposures at all other receptors quite small, under 3 µg/m$^3$. Thus, we can conclude that November 2018 leads to the highest possible smoke PM$_{2.5}$ exposures in NorCal due to its large population and relatively stagnant conditions during that time. The influence of NorCal is also evident in the domain-wide smoke exposure (Figure S4).

In 2020, a different story emerges in the “maximum smoke” scenarios. All receptors except for WA/OR experience higher smoke PM$_{2.5}$ outside the month of September, especially later in the season. For ID/UT and NV (often together referred to as the “Great Basin”), smoke exposures are ~5 µg/m$^3$ higher when the maximum emissions burn in July and August 2020, instead of September. In October and November, NorCal and the CVCal experience smoke PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations of 147 and 200 µg/m$^3$, respectively, which exceed the 87 and 128 µg/m$^3$ exposures these receptors experience respectively in September. This large disparity in potential smoke exposure is again driven by the greater stagnation occurring later in the fire season. In October and November, average horizontal windspeeds in NorCal are lower than in previous months (Figure S1), which may be due to weakening of the “Diablo Winds” in the CVCal region (Liu et al., 2021). The mean West adjoint sensitivities in the 2020 fire season peak in October (3517 mg m$^{-3}$/g m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) rather than September (3339 mg m$^{-3}$/g m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) or the other months (July: 2489, August: 2894, November: 3348 mg m$^{-3}$/g m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$). Finally, although the NavN experiences smoke exposures of only ~5 µg/m$^3$ if the 2020 fires occur in October 2020, these tribal lands generally have a PM$_{2.5}$ background of ~5 µg/m$^3$, suggesting a doubling of PM$_{2.5}$ exposure largely from wildfires located hundreds of miles away on the West Coast.
Figure 2. Population-weighted smoke PM$_{2.5}$ exposure for states and rural environmental justice communities in the West for the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons. The concentrations of smoke PM$_{2.5}$ are plotted on a log scale, with the minor axis tick marks delineating the intervals between decades. The top row shows exposures in the historical smoke scenarios, in which monthly mean fire emissions in the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons are multiplied by their paired monthly adjoint sensitivity. The bottom row shows the exposures in the maximum smoke scenarios, in which the largest monthly-mean fire emissions are fixed for each year (November 2018 and September 2020) and are multiplied by each monthly map of adjoint sensitivities. The rural environmental justice communities are represented by dashed lines with the same color as the state receptor that is closest to them spatially. The black line (“West”) represents population-weighted smoke exposure across the entire western United States. All smoke exposure values in the figure are found in the Supporting Information.

We find that wildfires in the coastal states contribute more to overall smoke exposure in the West compared to wildfires in other states in both 2018 and 2020 (Figures S7 and 3, center panels).
The largest drivers of this outsized influence of West Coast fires on population-weighted smoke exposure include: (1) prevailing westerly winds, (2) large population centers along the coast, and (3) denser fuel loads west of the Sierra Nevada and Cascade Mountain Ranges, which generate greater smoke emissions when burned. The maximum smoke scenarios for fires in other years generally support this hypothesis. All the significant fire events outside of the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons (Section 2.1) yield population-weighted smoke exposures of less than 5 \( \mu g/m^3 \) at our 11 receptors (Figure S5, S6). The Murphy Complex Fire and the Milford Flat Fire cause the highest exposures at the ID/UT receptor, in which the fires originated, across all adjoint sensitivity months, although NorCal and WA/OR are comparable in October and November of the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons. The Wallow fire in Arizona increases local smoke exposure in the SouthWest by as much as 4 \( \mu g/m^3 \) but has little impact on any other receptor, with the entire West experiencing less than 1 \( \mu g/m^3 \) of smoke. The Whitewater-Baldy complex Fire in New Mexico has little effect in the SouthWest and other receptors due to relatively low fuel load and correspondingly small emissions. However, fires in Colorado during this month lead to higher smoke exposures in the Rockies at around 3 \( \mu g/m^3 \). Finally, the Lodgepole Complex Fire in Montana leads to the largest smoke exposures in WA/OR, CEWash, NorCal, and CVCal, rather than locally in the Rockies. We attribute this discrepancy due to the fires located near the Montana-Idaho state line, with relatively larger populations in WA/OR and NorCal yielding higher population-weighted smoke exposure.

These high-fire case studies reveal that though significant smoke emissions can occur outside of the West Coast, these emissions tend to have little impact on smoke exposure on the West as a whole (<1 \( \mu g/m^3 \)). We acknowledge that using adjoint weather sensitivities from only the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons may dampen or bias the calculated exposures from these fires. Nonetheless we generally find that the fires in other years emit less smoke than those in NorCal and WA/OR and consequently have a smaller exposure impact. Accordingly, in the next section we will focus our prescribed fire scenario with emissions from only the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons.
Figure 3. Contributions to population-weighted smoke exposure for the western United States in September 2020 (center panel) and effects of applying prescribed burning interventions in all receptors in the West during this month (pie charts). The center panel shows the locations of MTBS prescribed burn (>1000 acres) during 2015-2020 (black dots, n=190) and the contribution of smoke PM$_{2.5}$ emissions in each grid cell to population-weighted smoke exposure in the West receptor (colors). These contributions are calculated through multiplication of the GEOS-Chem adjoint sensitivities [mg m$^{-3}$/g m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$] of the West population-weighted receptor by the GFED fire emissions [g m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$] for the month of September 2020. The pie charts in the side panels illustrate the contribution to that smoke reduction from the application of prescribed burns in each receptor, with the values inset indicating the overall reduction of smoke exposure from prescribed burning interventions within that receptor. For example, prescribed burning interventions in WA/OR (upper left) would reduce population-weighted smoke exposure in that receptor by 72.6 µg/m$^3$ in September 2020 with 91% of that reduction from local prescribed burns in-state and 9% from out-of-state prescribed burns in NorCal.
3.2 Efficacy of prescribed burning locally and across the West

We now investigate the efficacy of prescribed fires as a policy intervention for states in the western United States. Figure 3 (side panels) shows the effect of applying the prescribed burning scenarios within each receptor and their effects on the population-weighted smoke exposure locally and on all other receptors for September 2020. In September 2020, most wildfire smoke emanates from the West Coast. With application of prescribed burning in the NorCal receptor as described in Section 2.4, local smoke exposure decreases by 43 μg/m$^3$ and smoke exposures in all other receptors declines by 40% or more except in WA/OR, CEWash, and the Rockies. An additional reduction of 1.5 μg/m$^3$ of smoke occurs in NorCal with prescribed burns in WA/OR. The prescribed burning interventions in WA/OR further cuts local smoke exposure by 66 μg/m$^3$ and reduces smoke in ID/UT by 33%. Outside of NorCal and WA/OR, the Rockies is the only other region in which application of the prescribed burn scenario within the region reduces local smoke exposure by 50% or more. Finally, we find that prescribed burns applied only in NorCal and WA/OR decreases the population-weighted smoke exposure across the entire West by 21 μg/m$^3$ in September 2020. A similar analysis for November 2018 yields the same conclusion that NorCal and WA/OR control the burden of smoke exposure in the western United States (Figure S7). If the same prescribed fire scenario emissions are multiplied against adjoint sensitivities from different months in each fire season, we would expect similar results with little variance.

We further find that rural environmental justice communities also benefit from prescribed burns in NorCal and WA/OR. In the historical scenario, the CVCal experiences a monthly mean smoke exposure of 128 μg/m$^3$ in September 2020; this exposure is nearly eliminated by the prescribed burn scenario within the NorCal region. Similarly, smoke exposure in CEWash is reduced by ~10 μg/m$^3$ by the prescribed burns in NorCal and WA/OR. In the historical scenario, the NavN in the desert SouthWest experiences over half of its smoke exposure from fires along the West Coast. Although prescribed burns reduce smoke PM$_{2.5}$ by only ~1 μg/m$^3$ for the Navajo population, studies demonstrate that such incremental decreases in PM$_{2.5}$ in relatively clean air may still bring a larger than expected benefit to public health (Feng et al., 2016; Shi et al., 2016).

Taken together, these results suggest that implementing prescribed burns in NorCal and WA/OR would yield large net benefits for the entire western United States, while doing so in other states would have relatively smaller impacts. In addition, the mean adjoint sensitivities for the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons suggest that prescribed burning interventions should occur before the fire season in the spring when the meteorological potential (e.g., stagnation, dry weather, or strong, dispersive winds) to drive smoke exposure is lower. To an extent, such practices are already being implemented in the Southwestern United States where prescribed burns are increasingly conducted in the spring when: (1) wind speeds are relatively weaker, (2) many of the heavier surface fuels are still somewhat moist from the winter, and (3) precipitation is greater (US Department of Agriculture Forest Service, 2009).

Our modeling results in tandem with the historical record suggest that large, prescribed burns may help limit smoke exposure in subsequent years but that such burns are not occurring in key areas. The central panel of Figure 3 presents the MTBS locations of large, prescribed burns over the course of 2015-2020 (n=190), plotted against the contribution of fire emissions in each grid cell to the population-weighted smoke exposure for the whole of the western United States for
September 2020. As expected, the largest contributions occur in NorCal, western Oregon, eastern Washington, with hotspots in Idaho and the Front Range in Colorado. These areas agree well with our diagnosis of those locations that control smoke exposure in the West. Nearly half of the 2015-2020 large, prescribed burns occurred in Arizona (n=58, Gila National Forest) and Central Oregon (n=31, agricultural burning) (Figure S8), regions which subsequently experienced little fire in 2020. In contrast, fewer than 10 large, prescribed burns occurred during this timeframe in NorCal and western Oregon, areas that our work shows have a disproportionate impact on smoke exposure for rural environmental justice communities and as well as population centers across the West. These MTBS prescribed fires primarily occurred on federal lands (Y. Li et al., 2020), except in central Oregon which is dominated by agricultural burning. Fuel load and meteorology are significant drivers of this West Coast smoke exposure relationship because west of the Sierras/Cascades rain is more abundant, vegetation is woodier, and the region thus generates more smoke emissions. On the other hand, in the rain shadow east of the Sierras/Cascades, precipitation tends to be lower and vegetation scrubbier, leading to less smoke emissions.

Our work suggests that NorCal may benefit from applying a small number of large, prescribed burns instead of many small, prescribed burns. We find that the annual burned area from prescribed fires in NorCal are less than 11% (Table S1) of fire burned area in all of California before human intervention as hypothesized in one study that took into account fire return intervals for different vegetation types (Stephens et al., 2007). This comparison, a measure of the fire deficit, is of value since most wildfire area burned in California occurs in the NorCal receptor. NFPORS indicates that NorCal applied 9,590 prescribed burns over the course of 2018-2020, yet only 88 (0.9%) of these burns were larger than 500 acres (~2 sq. km) (Figure 4). We find that the NFPORS records of prescribed fires larger than 1000 acres agree well with MTBS, which exclusively reports prescribed fires larger than 1000 acres. Our findings in Central Oregon and in Arizona imply that large, prescribed burns greater than 1000 acres in NorCal may have the potential to limit smoke exposure from wildfires across the West. NorCal is a populous and mountainous region with dense and woody fuel load, which requires significant firefighting resources to manage even small, prescribed burns. Although the societal sensitivity to smoke is acutely heightened in the West (Kolden, 2019), wildland fire managers may consider applying an optimal number of large, prescribed burns to minimize air pollution exposure given limited resources.

More work is needed to confirm the long-term effects of prescribed burning, but our results suggest that the limited number of prescribed burns in key regions such as NorCal may be effective in reducing the impacts of smoke on the West.
Figure 4. NFPORS historical record of prescribed fires filtered by acres burned over 2018-2020. The figure shows the location of NFPORS-reported prescribed burn locations (black dots). The first row shows all prescribed burns in the database with each subsequent row removing prescribed fires smaller than 10, 100, and 1000 acres. The inset of each figure reports the total number of prescribed burns during that year given the filtering condition. Table S1 reports the prescribed fire total burned acreage and number of fires over the course of 2018 to 2020 in the NorCal receptor.
Conclusions:

This work explores the efficacy of prescribed burning as a land management intervention for mitigating smoke exposure in population centers and rural environmental justice communities downwind of potential wildfires across the western United States. The motivation stems from the relative lack of prescribed burning studies on the impacts of smoke exposure abatement.

Our study integrates information on the drivers of fire emissions in the western United States, the transport of smoke to downwind receptors, and the resulting population exposure to wildfire smoke. While earlier studies using a similar framework investigated air pollution in Southeast Asia, here we do so for the western United States. Our study characterizes how meteorological variability modulates smoke exposure and quantifies the efficacy of prescribed burning as a land management tool in the western United States. We acknowledge that prescribed burning worsens air quality in specific locations on short-term time scales, although we demonstrate here that it has the capability to reduce state and community smoke exposure, in some cases dramatically. Our method employs the GEOS-Chem adjoint model to calculate the sensitivities of population-weighted smoke PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations in specified regions to fire emissions and their spatiotemporal distributions during the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons.

We show that the West Coast both experiences the largest population-weighted smoke exposures and contributes most to the burden of smoke PM$_{2.5}$ in the western United States. For the high of each fire season (November 2018 and September 2020), the coastal states accounted for 95% of the burden of population smoke exposure across the West (Figure 3 and S7). In 2018, the Camp Fire in Northern California caused a monthly-mean increase of 8.3 µg/m$^3$ of population smoke exposure in the western United States. In September 2020, the West Coast experienced monthly average smoke concentrations of 140 µg/m$^3$ in Washington and Oregon, and 87 µg/m$^3$ in Northern California while all other states’ smoke exposure was under 13 µg/m$^3$. Although the examination of high-fire cases outside of the coastal states reveals significant smoke emissions, these emissions tend to have little impact on smoke exposure on the West as a whole (<1 µg/m$^3$). We also demonstrate that northern California, western Oregon, and eastern Washington are areas that have a disproportionate impact on smoke exposure for rural environmental justice communities and as well as population centers across the West. The largest drivers of this outsized influence of West Coast fires on population-weighted smoke exposure include: (1) prevailing westerly winds, (2) large population centers along the coast, and (3) denser fuel loads west of the Sierra Nevada and Cascade Mountain Ranges which generate greater smoke emissions when burned.

We also create “maximum smoke” exposure scenarios in which monthly mean emissions are fixed to the high of each fire season while meteorology is allowed to vary. We find that the largest population-weighted smoke exposures in 2018 did in fact occur in November due to large-scale regional stagnation over northern California during that time of year, whereas in 2020, smoke exposures would have been even greater if the wildfires had occurred in October or November. The average adjoint sensitivities for northern California, which can be used to infer the relative importance of meteorology vs. emissions in driving smoke exposures, corroborates this result with November 2018 yielding nearly double the levels of meteorological influence (here, stagnation) compared to other months in the fire season.
Our results suggest that prescribed burns may reduce the smoke impacts from future large wildfires in the West but that few such burns have occurred in northern California and western Oregon. We find that widespread prescribed burning interventions across northern California and the Pacific Northwest could have reduced the population smoke exposure of the entire western United States by 21 µg/m³ in September 2020, while doing so in other states would have reduced smoke exposure by only 1.5 µg/m³. The mean adjoint sensitivities for the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons suggest that possible prescribed burning interventions should occur earlier in the fire season or even before the season begins, when chances of meteorological influence (e.g., stagnation or strong, dispersive winds) are lower, and the fuel load is still moist from spring precipitation. Furthermore, we find that the large, prescribed fires applied from 2015-2020 in Arizona (n=58) and Central Oregon (n=31) may have led to fewer fires in 2020, which in turn suggests that prescribed burns may help reduce fuel load in future large wildfires. However, northern California and western Oregon conducted only seven prescribed fires greater than 1000 acres in area over a 6-year period (2015-2020). Given that this region is largely responsible for the burden of smoke PM_{2.5} exposure in the western United States, our analysis recommends prioritizing northern California and the Pacific Northwest as areas for future prescribed burning research.

States in the West may benefit from applying a small number of large, prescribed burns instead of many small, prescribed burns. We find that the annual burned area from prescribed fires in Northern California is less than 11% (Table S1) of one estimate of fire burned area pre-European intervention (Stephens et al., 2007). NFPORS indicates that Northern California applied 9,590 prescribed burns over the course of 2018-2020, yet only 88 (0.9%) of these burns were larger than 500 acres (~2 sq. km) (Figure 4). NorCal is a populous and mountainous region with dense and woody fuel load, which requires significant firefighting resources to manage even small, prescribed burns. As these large, complex, and costly wildfires become more common, innovative methods to identify locations for prescribed burning are needed to mitigate impacts on affected populations and ecosystems. Wildland fire managers may consider applying an optimal number of large, prescribed burns to minimize air pollution exposure given limited resources.

The rural dimensions of environmental justice studies have long been present (Pellow, 2016), but the recent developments of high-resolution air pollution datasets largely have shifted the focus of such studies to urban centers. For example, many of the early environmental justice movement battlegrounds in the United States took place in rural communities like Warren County, North Carolina (McGurty, 2000), but few recent studies analyze the conditions of such communities with regard to air pollution and smoke exposure from fires. Our work aims to add to the environmental justice literature for rural communities in the Central Valley in California, Central/Eastern Washington State, and the Navajo Native American reservation. We model the transport of smoke to these regions from recent wildfires in the West, quantify the population-weighted exposures, and discuss the susceptibility of these vulnerable communities.

We acknowledge several limitations in the spatiotemporal scope of our work. We simulated only the adjoint sensitivities for the 2018 and 2020 fire seasons (July-November) and assumed that these meteorological fields account for most of the weather variability that may occur in a fire season. These sensitivities may not be applicable under new climate extremes. In addition, we
used monthly fire emissions and adjoint sensitivity simulations which may not capture daily smoke PM$_{2.5}$ extremes. Similarly, the 0.25° $\times$ 0.3125° (roughly 25 km$^2$) horizontal resolution of the GEOS-Chem adjoint simulations and the relatively large size of our receptors are useful for quantifying the distribution of smoke at a regional scale but may be too coarse for analyzing fires at a neighborhood scale. The MTBS historical records of prescribed burn locations only account for prescribed fires that burned over 1000 acres ($\sim$4 km$^2$) and do not include smaller fires. The NFPORS historical records of prescribed burning does not report pile burning which may constitute a significant fraction of small (<1000 acres), prescribed fires.

Smoke from wildfires represents a significant human health and ecosystem hazard. With the frequency and magnitude of such fires predicted to increase further into the future (Duffy et al., 2019) and with a growing scarcity of fire-fighting resources (Belval et al., 2020), identifying where to carry out prescribed fires is becoming especially important. Land management personnel in the United States typically do not take into account averted smoke exposure from wildfires when planning prescribed fires, though air pollution is the largest environmental cause of mortality worldwide and wildfire smoke is the largest contributor to poor air quality in the West. Our work helps determine where the application of prescribed fires would yield the greatest net benefit for states and environmental justice communities, in terms of minimizing population smoke exposure. We posit that our study may help stakeholders and land managers weigh the benefits and hazards of prescribed fires.
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